
GRAFT

Graft - Home. Story.

New Residential and Hospitality

Architecture

512 pages | 350 Figures (c)

Founded in 1998 in Los Angeles, Graft is an international architectural firm with branch

offices in Berlin and Beijing. The firm is renowned for its experimental design practice

and futuristic design vocabulary. This publication documents projects in the residential

realm – whether permanent or temporary, or for holiday or work.

A monograph on housing typologies for long and short-term living

Lavishly illustrated documentation of some 50 projects

With a foreword by Daniel Libeskind

Hardcover:

RRP *€ [D] 49.95 / *US$ 59.95 /

*GBP 37.99

ISBN 978-3-0356-1162-5

eBook:

RRP *€ [D] 49.95 / *US$ 59.95 /

*GBP 37.99

PDF ISBN 978-3-0356-1006-2

EPUB ISBN 978-3-0356-0990-5

Print/eBook:

RRP *€ [D] 79.95 / *US$ 96.00 /

*GBP 59.99

ISBN 978-3-0356-1034-5

Date of Publication:  January 2017

Language of Publication:  English

Subjects:

Architecture > Architects, Buildings 

Architecture > Types, Functions 

Of interest to: Architects, builders,

students

Order now! orders@degruyter.com

Designing housing visions

birkhauser.com
*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject

to change without notice. Prices do not include postage and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price.



Franziska Leeb, Matthias Boeckl

Gabriele Lenz, Martin Mittermair, Stefan Oláh (Eds.)

Palais Batthyány-Strattmann, Palais

Trauttmansdorff

Zwei Wiener Palais – Geschichte und

Gegenwart / Two Viennese Palaces – Past

and Present

160 pages | 16 Figures (bw) | 74 Figures (c)

Architectural interventions aimed to not only preserve the existing historic built fabric

but also develop it with care and with a view to the future are rare.

The Batthyány-Strattmann and Trauttmansdorff palaces in Vienna are buildings with an

impressive and turbulent history. They have been comprehensively refurbished,

restored and extended to suit contemporary requirements. As a contribution towards a

vibrant, historic city center, the palaces will not be sold in the context of speculative

development but will be let for residential and work purposes.

The book has been extensively illustrated, and recounts the history of the palaces using

photographic documentation to illustrate the connection between trust funds,

architecture, and artistic interpretation as a cultural statement.

Prof. Matthias Boeckl, University of Applied Arts Vienna, editor-in-chief

architektur.aktuell

Franziska Leeb, architecture journalist

Exemplary architectural refurbishment of historic Viennese palaces

Extensively illustrated monograph

Well-known authors

Hardcover:

List Price *€ [D] 38.90

RRP *US$ 49.95 / *GBP 29.99 

ISBN 978-3-0356-1196-0

eBook:

List Price *€ [D] 38.90

RRP *US$ 49.95 / *GBP 29.99 

PDF ISBN 978-3-0356-1054-3

Print/eBook:

List Price *€ [D] 59.95

RRP *US$ 75.00 / *GBP 44.99 

ISBN 978-3-0356-1055-0

Date of Publication:  December 2016

Language of Publication:  German,

English

Subjects:

Architecture > Architects, Buildings 

Architecture > History 

Of interest to: Architects, art historians,

interested laypersons

Order now! orders@degruyter.com

Architectural refurbishment

birkhauser.com
*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject

to change without notice. Prices do not include postage and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price.



IBO Österreichisches Institut für Baubiologie und -ökologie (Ed.)

Details for Passive Houses: Renovation

A Catalogue of Ecologically Rated

Constructions for Renovation

[Details for Passive Houses: Renovation]

312 pages | 80 Figures (c) | 300 Schedule (c)

Ecological refurbishment to Passivhaus standard requires know-how and experience. 

For this reason, the book has been produced as a design tool which systematically

covers existing solutions. Examples relating to building physics, construction and

ecology issues are presented in the same successful manner as in the Passivhaus

Building Component Catalog also published by IBO/IBN (Institute for Building Biology

and Ecology) using standard cross-sections and connection details in four-color scale

drawings, as well as numerous tables.They have been organized by type and period of

building and can easily be used to derive individual solutions.

The book is a must-have reference manual for designers and building owners who want

to refurbish properties to a sustainable standard.

 

IBO - Austrian Institute for Healthy and Ecological Building

A must-have manual for practical ecological refurbishment

Suitable for designers and building owners

Ideal supplement to the successful Passivhaus Building Component Catalog 

Hardcover:

RRP *€ [D] 79.95 / *US$ 99.95 /

*GBP 59.99

ISBN 978-3-0356-0953-0

eBook:

RRP *€ [D] 79.95 / *US$ 99.95 /

*GBP 59.99

PDF ISBN 978-3-0356-0754-3

Print/eBook:

RRP *€ [D] 119.95 / *US$ 150.00 /

*GBP 89.99

ISBN 978-3-0356-0755-0

Date of Publication:  December 2016

Language of Publication:  English

Subjects:

Architecture > Construction 

Of interest to: Architects, students

Order now! orders@degruyter.com

Ecological refurbishment

birkhauser.com
*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject

to change without notice. Prices do not include postage and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price.



Michael Green, Jim Taggart

Tall Wood Buildings

Design, Construction and Performance

176 pages | 95 Figures (bw) | 170 Figures (c)

Tall Wood buildings have been at the foreground of innovative building practice in urban

contexts for a number of years. From London to Stockholm, from Vancouver to

Melbourne timber buildings of up to 20 storeys have been built, are under construction

or being considered. This dynamic trend was enabled by developments in the material

itself, prefabrication and more flexibility in fire regulations. The low CO2 footprint of

wood - often regionally sourced - is another strong argument in its favour. This

publication explains the typical construction types such as panel systems, frame and

hybrid systems. An international selection of 13 case studies is documented in detail

with many specially prepared construction drawings, demonstrating the range of the

technology.

Michael Green, Michael Green Architecture

Jim Taggart, Sustainable Architecture and Building Magazine

Spectacular international case studies

Specifically prepared construction drawings explain structural details

Authors are experienced specialists for timber construction

Hardcover:

RRP *€ [D] 59.95 / *US$ 69.95 /

*GBP 44.99

ISBN 978-3-0356-0475-7

eBook:

RRP *€ [D] 59.95 / *US$ 69.95 /

*GBP 44.99

PDF ISBN 978-3-0356-0476-4

EPUB ISBN 978-3-0356-0481-8

Print/eBook:

RRP *€ [D] 89.95 / *US$ 115.00 /

*GBP 67.99

ISBN 978-3-0356-0477-1

Date of Publication:  January 2017

Language of Publication:  English

Subjects:

Architecture > Construction 

Of interest to: Architects, builders, urban

planners

Order now! orders@degruyter.com

Timber high-rises: A new urban element

birkhauser.com
*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject

to change without notice. Prices do not include postage and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price.



Christian Schittich (Ed.)

BEST OF DETAIL:

LANDSCHAFT/LANDSCAPE
DETAIL

Industrialisation, mechanisation and expansion have wrought profound changes

on European cities and the surrounding landscapes in the last century. As

regards the positive social and healthy development of inhabitants, landscape

planning has become an integral part of all urban planning. 

Sometimes it is possible to truly merge nature and architecture. “best of

DETAIL Landscape” presents highlights of the past few years from DETAIL:

buildings that disappear into their surroundings, lush meadows revealed as

roofscapes only after closer inspection, paths and walkways through jungle-like

gardens. 

Architecture and cities can no longer be counterpoints to nature and the

landscape. Rather they should strive to create stunning symbioses.

� Designing outdoor areas using architecture

� Special open spaces

� Planned “nature"

� Landscape planning: a balance between active environmental protection and

technical infrastructure

Christian Schittich,

best of DETAIL 

200 pages, numerous illustrations

Paperback:

List Price *€ [D] 49.90

RRP *US$ 70.00 / *GBP 40.00 

ISBN 978-3-95553-350-2

eBook:

List Price *€ [D] 49.90

RRP *US$ 70.00 / *GBP 40.00 

PDF ISBN 978-3-95553-351-9

Print/eBook:

List Price *€ [D] 80.00

RRP *US$ 112.00 / *GBP 64.00 

ISBN 978-3-95553-352-6

Language of Publication: German, English

Subjects:

Landscape Architecture � Gardens,

Landscapes 

Architecturally designed landscapes

*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent

the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include postage

and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price. Order now! orders@degruyter.com

degruyter.com



Katrin Trautwein

225 Farben / 225 Colors

Eine Auswahl für Maler und

Denkmalpfleger, Architekten und

Gestalter / A Selection for Painters and

Conservators, Architects and Designers

204 pages

Dealing with color is a complex topic: influenced by standards, fashions, and trends, we

derive our ideas and concepts from color theories, intuition, and personal preferences.

Most color classification systems available today are based on purely quantitative

principles and include well over 1,500 colors. So how do we choose a particular color?

Building on the success of her sample book 128 Colors, Katrin Trautwein presents a new

selection of 225 colors, which is the result of her many years of cooperation with

architects, designers, and conservators. Each color is presented with a handmade paint

sample. Information on each color’s composition and origin is provided, and the features

that distinguish it for architecture and design work are described.

Katrin Trautwein

This exceptionally well presented publication is an attractive trade tool, including

hand-applied original color samples

Includes information on the provenance and composition of colors and their

application

Hardcover:

List Price *€ [D] 69.95

RRP *US$ 79.95 / *GBP 52.99 

ISBN 978-3-0356-1202-8

Date of Publication:  February 2017

Language of Publication:  German,

English

Subjects:

Architecture > Materials 

Of interest to: Architects, monument

conservator, and designers

Order now! orders@degruyter.com

Attractive color selection instrument

birkhauser.com
*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject

to change without notice. Prices do not include postage and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price.


